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　　Abstract　　A new linguistic granular model is proposed and the effect of it s parameters on the output is analyzed.T he design of the
model consist s of two stages:using conditional fuzzy clustering for inform ation granular , and integrating all information granules to final

output.The integrating tool is fuzzy integral based on fuzzy measure , and the generali zation of fuzzy integral increases f lexibi li ty of the lin-
guistic granular model greatly.A heu rist ic algorithm to determine the parameters in the fuzzy integral is used to realize the linguistic mod-

el.Tw o experiments verify the feasibilit y of the proposed model.

　　Keywords:　linguistic model , granular , fuzzy clustering, fuzzy integral.

　　Linguistic granular model[ 1—5] has emerged as an
interesting , att ractive and pow erful modeling envi-
ronment.In contrast to those numerically linguistic
models , linguist ic granular model focuses on creating
the instructive linguistic g ranular in data space rather

than the numeric formation.Most numerically lin-
guistic models emphasize their accuracy rather than

transparency.However , some researchers utilized

conditional fuzzy clustering (CFC)[ 6—8] to const ruct a
user-driven linguistic model , in which the information
and requirements of user are represented by a group of

contex t aspects(CAs)from the input to output of the
model.The const ructed linguistic model could discov-
er the inherent st ructure of input space , ref lect the
interaction level and requirements of the user , and
provide a generalized assessment for the existing w ide

linguistic models.Likew ise i t emerged apparent ad-
vantages such as high accuracy , flexibility and sound
transparency .

Nevertheless , the constructed linguist ic model is
far f rom applicable since i t is only a conceptual f rame-
work and lacks necessary realized procedure fo r pa-
rameter estimation.To overcome these problems ,
this study first analy zes these parameters involved in

the linguistic model , and then constructs a Neural
Netw ork(NN)with a sing le hidden layer to realize
the linguistic model.This constructed NN is created

by two steps:f irst , fo rming an information granular
from input to the hidden layer by CFC;second , en-
hancing the generalization abili ty of the linguistic

model by using the choquet fuzzy integral (CFI)[ 9]

fo r integ rating the info rmation resources in the hidden

layer to the output layer.According to optimizing in-
dex and Heuristic Algorithm (HA)[ 10] for CFI , we
adjust these parameters in the NN to their optimal

values.

CFI has g reat ly succeeded in pattern recogni-
tion , image process , and etc.Regarding the issue to
integ rate a number of information resources to their

synthetic evaluation , the t raditional way is weighted
average.The w ay assumes that there are independen-
cy and no interaction in these information resources ,
but this is not t rue in real circumstance.Current ly ,
CFI is a most ef fective way to solve the problem.We
shall cont rast the equivalency betw een the CFI and

feedforw ard NN , and emphasize that the CFI is help-
ful to arise the generalization of linguistic model.

1　Related work

1.1　Linguistic model based on CFC

The linguistic model based on CFC depends on

two concepts[ 8] :CA and CFC.CFC is performed by
user-driven CA.If the sum of all membership degrees
fo r any specified data point in CFC is alw ay s equal to

1 , CFC reduces the classical Fuzzy c M eans(FCM)
algorithm[ 7] .Considering that fuzzy set is a popular
w ay to represent linguistic g ranule , thus w e alw ay s
use it as the specified form of linguist ic model.As far
as the Fuzzy Set fo r CA (FSCA)is given , the CFC



can find these clusters or g ranules in the co rrespond-
ing input space (see Fig.1(a)).

Fig.1.　Framework of linguistic model.(a)Part ition input space

by a CA;(b)partition inpu t space by a group of CAs.

The sy stem of FSCA must create a fuzzy parti-
tion of output space.Using the membership deg ree of
CFC , any FSCA corresponds to a number of clusters

in input space , and all FSCA in output space discover
the distribut ion structure of input space (see Fig.1
(b)).As usual , the simulat ion based fuzzy rule is
confined by the well-known dimensionality curse.
The linguistic model can avoid the crux ef ficiently

since the clustering in linguistic model is not directly

related to the dimensionality of space.These illust ra-
tions can be formulated as follow s:

Let z ij be the output decided by j-th cluster fo r
i-th FSCA denoted as A i.According to different

membership deg rees given by a system of FSCA , the
output of the model is

y ={z 11  A 1 ⊕ … ⊕ z1 n
1
 A 1}

⊕{z 21  A2 ⊕… ⊕ z2 n
2
 A2}

⊕… ⊕{z c1  Ac ⊕… ⊕ z cn
1
 Ac}.

cj =1 , 2 , …, c , (1)

where  , ⊕ are standard fuzzy operato rs , nk is the

number of g ranular for k-th FSCA , k =1 , 2 , …, c.
Using triangular fuzzy set A i =(a i- , ai , a i+)fo r
FSCA , Eq.(1)can be rew ritten as
Lower bound:
y ={z11  a1-⊕z 12  a1-⊕… ⊕z 1n

1
 a1-}

⊕… ⊕{z c1  ac-⊕ z c2  ac-

⊕… ⊕z cn
1
 ac-}.

M iddle value:
y ={z11  a1 ⊕ z 12  a1 ⊕ … ⊕ z1 n

1
 a1}

⊕… ⊕{z c1  ac ⊕ z c2  ac

⊕… ⊕ z cn
1
 ac}.

Upper bound:
y ={z11  a1+⊕z 12  a1+⊕… ⊕z 1n

1
 a1+}

⊕… ⊕{z c1  ac+⊕ z c2  ac+

⊕… ⊕z cn
1
 ac+}.

Thus both the input and output in the linguistic mod-
el are linguistic granules.In a 2-D input-output
plane , the output curves of linguistic model are band-
shaped area enclosed by i ts low er and upper bounds.
For different input v alues the bandw idth of the lin-
guistic model is different.[ 10] .The main problems in
the linguistic model are:

(i)It is only a conceptual framew ork and lacks a
sound realized algorithm.In fact , CFC can result in
the linguistic g ranules or clusters in input space , but
no guideline in it tells how to parti tio n the output

space and how to integ rate the obtained g ranules , and
etc.

(ii) Its results are determined by parameters

used.These parameters include the position of pro to-
ty pes , fuzzy exponents and number of clusters in

CFC.Without the analysis of these parameters , the
model cannot be performed well under any circum-
stances.

(iii)The fuzzy operators “  , ⊕” are dif ficult
to be optimized for their piecew ise representative and

limi ted applicable conditions , despi te that they can
act as the way to integ rate the linguistic g ranules.

(iv)In terms of the posi tion of approximation ,
Eq.(1)is a fuzzy approximation system and has been

proven to have advantages over the typical linear fit-
ness system.However , what is the difference be-
tw een Eq.(1)and fuzzy or other appro ximat ion sy s-
tem? Furthermore , how can these information and

requirements of user lead the model to the expected

results ?Here our work w ill face these problems.

1.2　Choquet fuzzy integ ral

Let X ={x 1 , x 2 , …, x n}be a limi ted set w ith n

input resources , P(X)the pow er set of X , i.e.the
subset of X with arbi trary elements.The fuzzy mea-
sure defined on X is a function

[ 9]
∶g∶P(X)∶※[ 0 ,

1] , such that
g(Υ)=0 , 　g(X)=1;

g(A)≤g(B), if A ,B  P(X)and A  B .

Denoting CFI as Eg =∫X (·) g(·), the discrete
fo rm of CFI is defined by

[ 10]

Eg =∑
n

i=1
(x

＊
i -x

＊
i-1)g(A

＊
i )

=∑
n

i=1
(g(A

＊
i )-g(A

＊
i+1))x ,
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s.t.x
＊
1 ≤… ≤ x

＊
n+1 , x

＊
0 =0 ,

g(A
＊
n+1)=1 , (2)

where x
＊
1 , …, x

＊
n satisfy an increasing order of

x 1 , … , xn af ter rearranging them , A
＊
i ={x

＊
i , x

＊
i+1 ,

…, x
＊
n}, i=1 ,2 , …, n.

A single CFI is equivalent to a singe output NN

w ithout any hidden layer.The key using CFI is to
determine its parameters by a realized algo rithm.An
inaccurate algorithm w ill make it invalid[ 8 ,9] .Cur-
rent ly HA is the most ef fective w ay fo r this pur-
pose[ 10] .Its basic idea is that the most effective w ay
is arithmetic average in the absence of suff icient infor-
mation for the parameter estimation of CFI , i.e.
these parameters in CFI are taken as equadistributed

ones.In the process of determining these parameters ,
HA is performed in each o rdinal subspace of input

space in w hich all data vectors have a unique order.

2　Structure and parameter estimation of lin-
guistic model

2.1 　Topological structure and realized w ay of lin-
guistic model

Based on the above analysis , we propose an NN-
based linguistic model , and Fig .2 illustrates it s topo-
logical structure.

Fig.2.　Topological st ructure of the new linguist ic model.

The NN consists of three layers:input layer ,
hidden layer wi th FSCA units , and output layer.The
structure of new linguistic model and running proce-
dure are as follow s:

(i)Perform FCM clustering algorithm[ 3] in out-
put space w here the fuzzy exponent is taken as 2;in
light of the obtained membership degrees of all vec-
tors , we can find fuzzy partition of output space in an
automatic w ay and thereby form a g roup of FSCA.In
case of many output variables—where the partit ion of

output by artificial fo rms becomes very slow and in-
feasible , this operation is essentially at t ractive.Like-
wise we use linguistic variables such as “ large” , “very
small” , etc.to t ranslate the users' requirement into
the system of FSCA.

(ii)Perform CFC to obtain the linguistic g ranu-
lar for any FSCA.Here , FSCA acts as the connected
weights f rom input to output.

(iii) Integrate the information g ranules in the
hidden layer by CFI.Modified HA algori thm can

identify the w eight values betw een them (see Ap-
pendix 1).According to the above step , the init ial
weight values of the linguist ic model are determined.

For any input vector x , we denote u
q
1(x),

u
q
2(x), …, u

q
n
q
(x)as the membership degrees of the

g ranules f rom qth FSCA , h
q
1 , h

q
2 , … , h

q
n
q
as pro to-

ty pes in output space , and one-to-one corresponding

to the prototypes in input space:v
q
1 , v

q
2 , …, v

q
n
q
, q=

1 , 2 , … , c.Thus the output y of the linguistic model
can be represented by the follow ing weighted sum:

 y =∑
c

q=1
∑
n
q

i=1
h
q
iu

q
i(x), 　

s.t.u
q
i(x , v

q
i)=Aq(x) ∑

n
q

j=1
(‖ x -v

q
i ‖/

‖ x -v
q
j ‖)

2/(m-1), (3)

where Aq(x)is the membership degree of qth FSCA
associated w ith x ;y is the linguistic g ranules deter-
mined by the t riangular fuzzy set Aq(x).

Without the fuzzy operators such as “  , ⊕” ,
the obtained linguistic model can be easily optimized ,
and the optimization aims at adjusting the proto type

position and number of cluster in CFC.Optimizing
these parameters is necessary for the application since

they play a g reat role in the output of linguistic mod-
el.No ting that the output of the linguistic model is a
g ranular form , thus w e must change the standard
Mean-Square-Erro r(MSE)criterion to an acceptable
numeric fo rm.For a given g roup of sample vectors

(xi , y i), i =1 , 2 , … , N , we let y
M
i be the middle

value of i th output fuzzy set associated w ith i th in-
put.Thus the MSE is

MinE = ∑
N

i=1
(yi -y

M
i )

2/ N
1/2
,

i =1 ,2 , …, N , (4)
where N is the total number of sample vecto rs.In
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this optimizing process the AM as well as the g radient

descended algori thm is perfo rmed alternatively till the

least error is encountered.This procedure for opti-
mization is show n in the Appendix.We call this lin-
guistic model (LMCFC)based on CFC.Simultane-
ously , the number of clusters is added from a smaller

initial value to i ts upper bound to prevent the infinite

recycle of procedure.LMCFC sets an upper bound of
number of clusters , cmax , to force the procedure stop ,

which satisfies the follow ing equation[ 11] :cmax≤ n ,
where n is the number of samples.

2.2　Parameter sensitivity of LMCFC

In LMCFC there exist three parameters:fuzzy
exponent m , pro totype position , and number of clus-
ters in CFC.When these prototype positions are

fixed , the output of LMCFC makes rather large dif-
ferences as m is varied(see Fig.3(a)).

Fig.3.　Effect of di ff erent parameters.(a)Ef fect of fuzziness ex-
ponent m , (b)effect of prototype posit ions.

The simulation demonst rates that the LMCFC is

a nonlinear mapping from input to output as m is var-
ied.When m is close to 1 , LMCFC gradually reduces
a piecew ise linear function.When m is larger than 3 ,
the model looks like close to a high-f requency varied
function , and does not make against the fine approxi-
mation for arbitrary funct ion.Nevertheless , when m

is equal to 2 , LMCFC provides a preferable smooth

curve w hereby to help approximate most of functions.
Therefore , one takes m =2 for granted.In fact , that
m =2 is beneficial to better appro ximat ion had been
proven theoretically to a great ex tent

[ 11]
.

Likew ise the output of LMCFC greatly depends

on the prototype positions in these FSCA.A very

small variance of them can lead to large difference of

output values of LMCFC.Fig.3(b)show s that the
approximation of LMCFC for any function can be

g reat ly affected by adjusting the number of clusters

associated wi th FSCA.However , when sufficient

samples are available , the larger the number of clus-
ters is , the mo re details are captured.

In the meaning of approximation , LMCFC has

either a similarity or difference compared with the ex-
isting fuzzy system and NN:

(i)The st ructure is similar w ith the one of addi-
tive fuzzy system.Note that the opt imal fuzzy rule
“pitch” must cover the ext reme and inflection points
of the appro ximated function[ 24—26] , where the pi tch
means the nonzero area of fuzzy membership degree.
In particular , more pitches should cover these highly
nonlinear posit ions w hile fewer pi tches do these posi-
tions w ith slow variance to save the resources.How-
ever , fuzzy system realizes these requirements by

global opt imization throughout all sample vectors.
Such approximation is often inaccurate regardless of

the structure of space w hile LMCFC finds the data

dist ribution consisting of info rmation g ranules in it s

ow n.

(ii)The fo rmer performs a g lobal appro ximat ion
w hile the latter is a local approximation.Fuzzy ap-
proximation partit ions each axis to const ruct fuzzy

rules , but these rules are local since each rule is limit-
ed to a pair of input-output fuzzy set by specif ied posi-
tions.Therefo re some inherent relations in data vec-
to rs are cut dow n or canno t be resumed.As opposed ,
LMCFC performs a g lobal search in the w hole input

space to form linguistic granules
[ 6]
.Furthermore ,

fuzzy sy stem has to face dimension curse for its num-
ber of rules is directly related to the dimension ,
whereas the LMCFC can avoid this problem to a g reat

extent for the clustering in it is no t related to dimen-
sion w hen i t creates fuzzy rules.

(iii)Bo th input and output are linguistic g ran-
ules w hile the lat ter can act only for numeric informa-
tion.Hence the former can model any informat ion
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that can be g ranulated , such as multimedia data ,
speech signals , and etc.

(iv)FSCA has the act ion of “ filter” since it em-
phasizes user-driven requirements by large member-
ship deg rees of points and confines the useless data

point by small ones.

(v ) The familiar redial basis function

(RBF)[ 13 ,14] NN is a bit similar to LMCFC.The
nonzero area of membership degree in CFC is very

similar to the acceptable field in RBF .The action
that CFC solves a g roup of fuzzy membership func-
tions is equivalent to that RBF optimizes the accept-
able f ield parameters.However , there exist substan-
tial differences between them.RBF NN can act fo r

only the numeric area , and lacks reasonable trans-
parency and is difficult to determine its size.

2.3　Equivalency between CFI and feedforward NN

According to the computational procedure of

CFI , i t must divide input space into different sub-
spaces so that all data points in any subspace have a

unique o rder of components.In to tal there exist n !
orders for n input resources.For a CFI with n inputs

and single output , it in fact is equivalent to n ! feed-
forw ard NNs associated w ith n ! ordinal subspaces.
For instance , an input vector in a 3-D space is equiva-
lent to 3 ! =6 feedforw ard NN , and the w eights of
each feedforw ard NN consist of dif ferent permutat ion

of three same input resources , x1 , x2 , x 3(see Fig.4).

(1)g 123-g 23;(2)g 23-g 3;(3)g 3-g4;(4)g 132-g32;(5)g 32-g 2;(6)g 3-g4;(7)g 213-g 13;(8) g13-g3;(9) g3 -g 4;

(10)g 321-g21;(11)g 21-g 1;(12)g 1-g4;(13)g 312-g 12;(14)g 12-g 2;(15)g 2-g 4;(16) g231-g 23;(17)g31-g 1;(18)

g1-g4.

Fig.4.　Equivalency betw een CFI and feedforw ard NN.

　　The above analy sis demonstrates the high gener-
alization of CFI.n ! tends to infini ty as n increases ,
thus this makes a great number of feedforward NN.
For instance , if n =4 , n ! =24 , and if n =8 ,
n ! =40320.It is the objective of user to use the
smallest size of NN to at tain ext reme of the objective

function associated wi th all t rained sample vectors ,
and this is the reason why w e choose the CFI to inte-
g rate these linguistic granules.The user does not
need to w orry about how to determine the accurate

w eight of these n !NN in which there exist 2 n pa-
rameters in total , because this problem has been

solved by AM well.The f low chart of the parameter

estimation for LMCFC is show n in Fig.5.

3　Experiments

3.1　Comparison betw een RBF NN and LMCFC

An NN named GRBF[ 13] based on RBF had per-

formed the classification for the standard test set—
Iris dataset.We redo the experiment to compare the
LMCFC with the GRBF , and also additive fuzzy sy s-
tem.

3.1.1　Data description　　The Iris dataset in a 4-D
space consists of three clusters.One of the three clus-
ters is w ell separated from the other tw o , which are
no t easily separable due to the overlapping of their

convex hulls.The 150 samples contained in the Iris
data set are randomly split to form the training and

testing sets , each containing 75 samples.

3.1.2　Algori thm description　　The center of RBF
in GRBF is determined by the clustering algori thm

named ELEANNE[ 7] , by which the input space is
partitioned in a hierarchical way to find the best num-
ber of RBF (this equals the total number of clusters in
LMCFC).The width of RBF is heuristically comput-
ed by averaging inputs.Acco rding to the feedback
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Fig.5.　Flaw chart of parameter est imat ion of LMCFC.

and stop cri teria the proto types in the training process

are parti tioned hierarchically .Since there exist only
three samples in the output space(i.e.three labels of
clusters), LMCFC directly parti tions the output

space by 1/2 overlapping t riangular fuzzy sets to form
FSCA , and the obtained fuzzy sets are used to simu-
late these requirements and interaction levels of user.
After performing the CFC and the identification pro-
cedure of CFI , the initial weight values are obtained.
The refinements of these w eights by g radient descend

make these pro totype positions move on to a great ex-
tent.Here the fuzzy exponent is taken as 2.In addition ,
the used fuzzy system is TS model[ 13] in which the final

output is a weighted average of all outputs of all fuzzy

rules.

3.1.3 　Results　　The missing sample number in
three algorithms is show n in Table 1.It indicates
that the missing number of samples in the t raining set

v aries from 0 to 6 when performing GRBF NN , and
the corresponding testing set has only three missing

samples.The LMCFC has less missing samples than
4 in both t raining and testing sets.Hence , they have
nearly the same accuracy .However TS makes 3 to 16
missing samples , which is att ributed to the locality of
fuzzy rules in TS model.Bo th training time and space
complexi ty of the LMCFC are far less than the GRBF

NN in spite of the performance in the small size of

t raining set wi th 75 samples(see Table 1).In gener-
al , the fuzzy approximation fo r numeric area has less
t ime cost and space complexi ty , but it comes out
rather large errors.Note that the initial set ting of
LMCFC parameters is usually coarse.Interesting e-
nough , no matter how w e take dif ferent g roups of

FSCA , the LMCFC alw ays tends to the same final

parameters.This demonst rates that LMCFC is very
robust.Furthermore , the obtained parameters are
very close to the optimal ones reported in some li tera-
ture w here few missing samples in iris dataset w ere

made[ 16 ,17] .Thus it is optimization that can automat-
ically f ind the best parameter and natural relation in

data vecto rs.As seen , the LMCFC has high general-
ization since it uses only few neurons to at tain the ex-
pected error criterion while the GRBF must use mo re

neurons(see Table 1).

Table 1.　Comparison among three approaches

E t raining E Test ing Time cost(s) Space cost (m)

G RBFNN 6 3 15 6.3

Fuzzy approx. 7 4 9 1.2

LMCFC

c=3 6 7 7 1.0

c=5 5 5 10 1.7

c=7 3 3 11 2.2

c=9 4 2 12 2.6

3.2　Test on speech signal

This experiment is performed for the comparison

betw een the linguistic models with and w ithout opt i-
mization procedure(the fo rmer refers to the model in
Ref.[ 8]), and as well as GRBF NN.The testing
data come from a signal t race problem in MPG

database[ 15] .To identify the speaker , one must trace
his/her speech signal in advance.The obtained results
can server as the objective or control signals.The ini-
tial signal of speaker can be simulated by Eq.(5)be-
low.In the experiment , we divide the signal into
t ime series.Tracing the signal needs to separate it
f rom noise ci rcumstance and mixed out liers.To as-
sure the accuracy , all values of four parameters in the
signal are recorded , including f requency , position ,
w idth , and t ime delay .These four systems of values
are synthesized to the output of LMCFC , and com-
pared w ith tw o other approaches as well.

3.2.1　Data description　　The signal is simulated
by a group of Guessian functions Gb w ith fixed radius

and center.The center is limited in interval [ -0.2 ,
1.2] .Gb can be formulated as

Gb=b·G ,
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s.t.G∶=
e
-50(x-t)

2

4

π/100
|x , t ∈ [ -0.2 ,1.2] ;

 t , ‖g(t)‖ =b . (5)

The used control st rateg y is the typical PID control

and b=22.

3.2.2　Algo rithm description　　Here LMCFC uses
trapezoid-shaped fuzzy set.The trapezoid is isosceles
in w hich there exist 1/2 overlapping posi tions with
each other , and the obtained fuzzy sets are used to
simulate these requirements and interaction levels of

user.After creating the initial LMCFC , the opti-
mization procedure makes f inal pro totype positions

g reatly move on (see Fig.6 (a)).LMCFC uses the
following time series to t race the initial sign:

x(t)=F(x(t -1), x(t -2),
x(t -3), x(t -4)). (6)

Namely LMCFC predicts the current output by top

four of past records.F(·)is an arbitrary function
and here taken as arithmetic average of input vari-
ables.These parameters in PID are adjusted in light
of the current obtained feedback.

Fig.6.　Outcome of LMCFC w ith and w ithout optimizat ion pro-

cedure and GRBF.(a)Adjustment of FSCA posit ions , (b)output
of LMCFC.

3.2.3 　Results 　　The experiment show s that
w hen there exist few samples all three models result

in large errors , but in meaning of average LMCFC
they have the smallest errors (see Fig.6(b)).In
most circumstances , the real signal falls w ithin the
range of the low er and upper bounds of output g ran-
ules in LMCFC.As choosing more clusters , the indi-
vidual error of three models decreases to it s least to a

g reat ex tent , yet the run times have large differ-
ences.The optimizing-f ree LMCFC has the least time
cost (12 s), whereas the opt imizing LMCFC and

GRBF NN are approx imately equal(21 s vs 28 s).
However , using only 18 neurons the opt imizing LM-
CFC sat isf ies the error cri terion w hile the optimizing-
f ree LMCFC needs 64 at least.More important ly ,
LMCFC can automatically arrange their rule pitches

tow ard the ext reme points of the signal curve , and
put more rule pitches in high f requency of signals and

fewer in low frequency signals.It verifies that LM-
CFC has the function similar to the automatic Parzen

w indow[ 16] .Without doubt , these are at tributed to
the optimization in LMCFC.Without optimization ,
these ini tial FSCA would be coarse ones.Also f rom
Fig.6 (b)we may see that the signal filtered by FS-
CA is clearer than the filtered-f ree one.Thus LM-
CFC can effectively confine noises and outliers.

4　Conclusion

The proposed LMCFC is a user-driven model ,
and a user can design these FSCA independently.One
does no t need to w orry about the problem of coarse

initial parameter set ting since LMCFC can optimize

them to its best.Without optimizat ion , these init ial
FSCA would be coarse ones.It is optimization that
finds these natural law s hidden in given data.These
law s might fail to be found by the user.LMCFC
model can at tain higher accuracy , and bet ter trans-
parency as well.It s design helps models get most in-
formation that can be g ranulized.The CFI in LM-
CFC has a g reat effect on the final result , and en-
hances the generalization of LMCFC.Nevertheless ,
the mechanism of HA is not clear , thus one could ex-
pect to discover more know ledge about it.
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Appendix 1　Parameter estimation for LMCFC

1.Start:Let all weight value be arithmetic average o f equivoques;input samples;acceptable erro r.
2.partition the output space;
3.construct the FSCA based on the user info rmation;
4.perfo rm CFC to form the partition of input space;
5.check the acceptable error.If satisfied , the alg orithm stops and output the result;or go to the nex t step;
6.call the gradient descend procedure;
7.if E >0 , repeat the above operation from u(1), u(2), … , u(n-1)each ,
if E <0 , repeat the above operation from u(n -1), u(n-2), … , u(1)each ,
continue the above operation fo r all data;

8.check the mono tone demand.If no t , repeat the above step;
9.for all unmodified u(i), perform the following operation:

If  m(i)+ m(i)-2u(i)>0 ,
u
new
=u

old
(i)-β( m(i)+ m(i)-2 u(i)) d min(i)(2( m(i)- m(i))

-1
,

If  m(i)+ m(i)-2u(i)<0 ,
unew=uold(i)-β( m(i)+ m(i)-2 u(i)) d min(i)(2( m(i)- m(i))

-1 ,

w here  m(i)=(n -i)-1∑(parameter with index less than i in last layer),

 m(i)=(n -i)-1∑(parameter with index larger index i in nex t layer);

10.check the acceptable er ror.I f satisfied , stop;
if no t call g radient descend procedure to adjust parameter(the number of clusters and FSCAs);

11.check the acceptable er ror.I f satisfied , stop;
if no t , go to step 2.

Gradient descend procedure

1.For any input sample , compute its er ror E ;deno te the cor responding parameter of the sample as:u(0), u(1), … , u(n), where
u(0)=0 , and u(n)=1.

2.Update u(i)as follow s:
u
new
= u

old
(i)-αE(pn-i -pn-i-1)/ Emax

αis a constant for controlling the convergence rate , Emax , maximal error.x(i), i- th components , and Pi refers to the parameters

in LMCFC , i.e.input , number o f clusters and FSCA.
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